SCP Advisory Committee  
July 10, 2007  
8:30-10:00  

Minutes  

1. CONSER Standard Record implementation (Becky)  
Campuses:  
UCB – will implement after July 19th workshop  
UCD – implemented July 2nd  
UCI – will implement after July 19th training  
UCLA – implemented July 2nd  
UCM – normally don’t do serial cataloging  
UCR –  
UCSB – will implement after July 19th workshop  
UCSD – implemented July 2nd  
UCSF –  

SCP: Will implement CSR now as is and will report back to CONSER about questionable uniform title issues and examples. For the next year, printouts of any issues with the CSR should be kept for CONSER review of the standard. The identified “exceptional communities” of CJK, non-Roman scripts, newspapers, law and rare serials may or may not wish to adopt the CSR fully.  

2. UC-OCLC collaboration update - URL for public information and FAQs:  
http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/about/uc_oclc.html. There was a May 9 meeting in Oakland between the Implementation Team and OCLC re: opportunities for joint collaboration. The pilot will include 10 campuses, with each ILS represented; non-UC records in Melvyl will not be grouped with the UC holdings. Issues discussed: coordination of Reclamation projects; RLF records and holdings symbols; use of OCLC institutional records; MARC holdings (LHRs in WorldCat); URLs in master records; and single vs. separate records for serials. The pilot may have both types of record treatments and a final UC decision could be made after the Pilot. If the decision is made to change to separate records, OCLC can adjust our holding symbols and we can redo the OCLC #s in our local records.  

3. ALA Big Heads discussion about separating front-end discovery from the “backend” datastore– John led the discussion about the implications for technical services: Cataloger will edit in OCLC; all staff levels might need to have “lock-and-replace” capability; ILS is still needed for inventory functions and will need to have local copies of OCLC records; the data flow could be reversed, with the ILS feeding OCLC LHRs (summary holdings and URLs); All holdings in OCLC must be correct and the OCLC
number must be in the ILS records; the days of editing bib records just locally hopefully are gone.

4. General SCP update – Working on record sets: International Index to black periodicals, Art full text (updates); Taylor and Francis; NAXOS (sent for authority work); Making of modern Europe (60,000 to come); Lexis-Nexis (OpenURL).
Next they will be working on the subject headings for the 60,000 ECCO records. These will be distributed via CD-ROM because each campus has a specific URL.
Google mass digitization- OCLC is planning to use a separate record for the e-version and including a 533 field for a scanned reproduction.

5. Next meeting: Tuesday, August 28th, 8:30-10:00 [rescheduled for Sept. 4]